
Prestige Movable Wall

Bringing Concepts to Reality
through Ingenious Design

CREATE AND DIVIDE
www.movablewall.co.uk



Functional
Transformable
Totally adaptable

Prestige Movable Wall

The multi-use concept

● Acoustics - Acoustic insulation
of up to 58dB noise reduction
is achieved with a combination
of acoustic infill's and operable
top and bottom seals.

● Fire rated - The Prestige is one
of the few partitions that can
be supplied (on request) to
withstand flames for longer
than 60 minutes.

● Operation - space without a
trace - when the operable
seals are retracted the panels
will glide effortlessley and
quietly along the unique
aluminium overhead track
system (no need for floor
guide).

● The track and carrier system
provides ease of operation and
directional flexibility, allowing
panel stacking in countless
configurations.

● Panel options - Individual panels
can be constructed with either
manual or semi automatic
retractable top and bottom seal.

● Finishes - our systems can be
supplied in an almost endless
choice. Popular finishes include
MFC, veneers and laminates,
but we can also offer dry wipe
wall coverings and fabrics.

Created to create

Our Prestige movable wall offers
many realistic benefits, whether it's
dividing a school hall into two
different multi-purpose areas for
simultaneous physical activities
or splitting a large conference
facility in smaller seminar rooms.

With movable walls you can control
how your space is utilised:
● Space management -

Movable walls offer an
effective space solution for
many environments

● Smart use of space -
Movable walls offer a flexible
solution for making the most
of an interior space.



Stylish

Everything stays different

Suppose you were able to

negotiate your space to work

to your advantage, having

the ability to single-handedly

transform a large area into

multiple smaller spaces with

minimal effort within a few

moments. Now imagine the

possibility of maximising

your revenue through the

use of acoustic movable

walls, during the day hosting

multiple meeting functions

simultaneously and, come

evening time, the partitions

are effortlessly stacked away

and transformed into a large

function room.

Our Prestige acoustic

movable walls, also known

as operable walls, are

UK manufactured to the

highest specification and

can meet the highest safety

requirements. The Prestige is

one of the few partitions that

can be supplied (on request)

to withstand flames for longer

than 60 minutes.

System Description
● Top hung elements move easily and quietly on

single or twin point suspensions running in an
aluminium track

● No floor track required

● Various options available for 'parking' elements
when wall is open

● Hinged full height pass doors

● Panels are available curved or with inset pass
doors or glazed cut outs

● Seals at head and base operated by concealed
jacking mechanism using quick release handle

● Option for semi-automatic operation of seals
using 'electronic controls'

● Acoustic insulation of up to 58dB noise reduction

The smart economical
choice when you need to
keep pace with changing

space requirements



Prestige Glass

Making a Statement in Style

The prestige is a robust
system that is reliable,
functional and offers superb
acoustics properties - ideal
for offices, conference rooms,
training facilities, educational
establishments, hotels and
banqueting suites, giving you the
privacy and flexibility to use your
valued space more efficiently.

Movable glass partitions are a
modern and refreshing way to
modernise your workspace.

Our range of Prestige glass
partitions create a new
environment which becomes part
of the room and opens up your
space providing a productive and
uplifting workplace everyone can
enjoy and feel comfortable in.
Imagine separating your
workspace with glass partitions,
flooding your space with natural
light and bringing your room to
life at the same time. All with the
added benefit of soundproofing,

allowing you to work undisturbed
and in peace. Our sleek and stylish
range includes frameless, single
glazed, double glazed, acoustic
and fire rated glass partitions to
meet all your partitioning and
interior glass needs.

System Description
● Top hung elements move easily and

quietly on single or twin point
suspensions running in aluminium track

● No floor track required

● Various options available for 'parking'
elements when wall is open

● Hinged full height pass doors

● Electrically operated venetian blinds can
be fitted with double glazing to give
privacy when required. Alternatively,
manifestation can be applied to the
glass.

● Seals at head and base operated by
concealed jacking mechanism using
quick release handle

● Option for semi-automatic operation of
seals using 'electronic controls'

● Available with fire-resistant glass

● Acoustic insulation of up to 58dB noise
reduction

Partition walls that meet the needs
of your work environment

Sleek

Glass can be etched,
sandblasted or decorated
with foil. Text, logos or entire
designs and patterns can also
be incorporated into a panel.



Prestige Semi Automatic

Smart

The Prestige Semi Automatic is an
elegant and efficient solution to
meet your space division needs.
The Prestige Semi-Automatic
Partition has top and bottom
retractable seals, an electrically
powered motor unit house within

the panel activates the seals.
For those who require a product
that is extremely easy to operate,
our Prestige semi-automatically
operated movable walls may be
the very best solution.

Prestige parking configurations

Stacking positions that are adapted to the respective room situation
allow the elements to be parked in a space-saving manner

Single point suspension ~ has a
centrally fitted roller and can stack
either end of the opening

Double point suspension panels
have 2 multi directional rollers with
1 roller always on the centreline of
top tracks

Double point suspension panels
have 2 multi-directional rollers for
remote parallel stacking

Double point suspension panels
have 2 Multi directional rollers for
offset remote stacking

Double point partition in the
parked position

Double point suspension panels
have 2 multi directional rollers for
offset remote stacking



Track fixing options & wall details



Surface finishes

Our partitions can be
supplied in an almost
endless choice of surface
finishes including MFC,
laminates and veneers;
we can also offer dry

wipe magnetic finishes,
wall coverings from
Muraspec and Tektura or
bespoke stretch fabrics
to compliment different
decorative schemes and

location types. The option
exists for walls to have one
finish or colour scheme on
one side and a different
finish or colour scheme on
the other.

Infinite possibilities

Movable
walls allow
for numerous
different room
configurations
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The above highlights our standard range of colours. However, Moving Designs
are constantly introducing exciting new ideas for innovative colours and finishes
from our Egger and Duhospan Range including wood grain, metallic’s and
textured effects. Having one of the widest ranges of finishes available we are
certain you’ll find the perfect solution for all your project needs.

Service & Support

Our sister company Pro-Servicing boasts an impressive 30
years combined experience in servicing, maintenance,
repairs and installation of all types of commercial doors.

We offer a professional quality service which includes
Acoustic Movable Walls, Sliding Folding Partitions,
Automatic Doors & Fire Doors across the UK.

We offer:

● Planned Preventative
Maintenance

● Repairs
● Installation and

removal
● Refurbishment /

replacement of track
and panel systems

Our service also includes:

● Inspection and
assessment of your
partitions

● Sound insulation
measurements

● Spare part
procurement and
supply

Natural Dijon Walnut

Natural Mandal Maple

Crema Beige

Natural Lancaster Oak

Light Sorano Oak

Premium White

Light Lakeland Oak

Pebble Grey

Pearl Grey

Our difference
We believe that the true measure
of a company’s worth is the
strength and quality of its
relationships.
A significant amount of our work
every year comes from repeat
clients—it’s the highest praise
they can give us and one that we
particularly treasure.
We are proud to serve a national
customer base, supplying our
products throughout the UK.

Many of our customers have
utilised our products for years
over multiple projects,
appreciative of Moving Designs
culture for customer service
excellence. This commitment
includes offering flexible lead
times, rapid turnaround time for
quotations and delivery, expert
advisory, a solid factory warranty
and prompt service and repairs.
Our customers can count on our
accessibility and willingness to

assist, from their first enquiry right
through to installation and
onwards.
Moving Designs is positioned to
manage small and large projects.
Our broad scope of works means
our customers can procure a
diverse range of complementary
products from the one supplier, all
manufactured and installed to
equally high standards.




